Semantic image understanding is a challenging topic in computer vision. It requires to detect all objects in an image, but also to identify all the relations between them. Detected objects, their labels and the discovered relations can be used to construct a scene graph which provides an abstract semantic interpretation of an image. In previous works, relations were identified by solving an assignment problem formulated as Mixed-Integer Linear Programs. In this work, we interpret that formulation as Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE). The proposed architecture performs scene graph inference by solving a neural variant of an ODE by end-to-end learning. It achieves state-of-the-art results on all three benchmark tasks: scene graph generation (SGGen), classification (SGCls) and visual relationship detection (PredCls) on Visual Genome benchmark.
Introduction
This paper investigates the problem of semantic image understanding. Given an image, the objective is to detect objects within, label them and infer the relations which might exist between objects. These data provide rich semantic information about the image content. So called scene graphs contain all these information and constitute abstract representations of images [9] . Nodes of a scene graph represent objects detected in an image, while edges represent relationships between objects, for instance the object-predicate-object triplet window-on-bus as shown in Fig. 1 . Applications range from image retrieval [9] to high-level vision tasks such as visual question answering [29] , image captioning [38, 35] and visual reasoning [26] . The community has been very active in the past years to investigate this and related problems such as visual relationship detection. Results on benchmark problems like the Visual Genome database [12] have improved drastically within the past few years [32, 40, 2] .
A naive approach to infer scene graphs is to use a stan- Figure 1 : Visualization of main contributions made in this work. State-of-the-art works rely on multiple embedding layers which amounts to an evenly-spaced, discrete sampling whereas the proposed module relies on ordinary differential equations (ODE), thus it learns a continuous approximation of the trajectory onto the embedding manifolds.
dard object detector, classify the objects, and use a separate network to label the relationships between the objects. This, however, ignores the conditional information shared between the objects. It has therefore become standard prac-tice to also use relationship information for object classification [8, 20, 17] .
A noteworthy feature of state-of-the-art works such as [33, 40] is that all employ end-to-end training, i.e. every component of the pipeline is differentiable. On the other hand, labels and assignments were estimated by solving a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) in [27] . This makes MILPs potentially useful tools for scene graph estimation. However, the disadvantage of using MILPs is that end-toend learning is no longer possible since MILP solvers include steps which are non-differentiable, hence backpropagation cannot be used for pipelines including them.
For many other problems in which backpropagation into previous steps of pipelines is less important, MILPs have been successfully employed. In [6] , network flows and transport problem were modeled by Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). The arising systems of PDEs are simplified to systems of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) by finite differences. Finally, optimal solutions are obtained by solving MILPs which further include optimization objectives. That implies that for properly constructed MILPs there are systems of ODEs 1 which include the solution of the MILPs. While backpropagating through an MILP is generally not possible, backpropagation through an ODE is possible using Neural Ordinary Differential Equations which were recently proposed in [3] .
In this paper, we will use this link for an end-to-end trainable network. The assignment problems to infer visual relationships are not solved by MILPs but by learning neural implementations of ordinary differential equations using [3] . Thereby, we learn the optimal function to solve the assignment problem which is an integral part of visual relationship detection, yet avoid the necessity to backpropagate through an MILP. In contrast, state-of-the-art works use adhoc architectures to solve the assignment problem. The proposed network is end-to-end trainable 2 . We show state-ofthe-art results in all three benchmark problems: scene graph generation (SGGen), scene graph classification (SGCls) and visual relationship prediction (PredCls). A variant of our model is evaluated as the second best model, outperforming state-of-the-art algorithms on several tasks.
The contributions made in this work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to use a neural ordinary differential equation (ODE) network for scene graph generation. It learns the optimal assignment function whereas previous works use ad-hoc networks for that purpose.
• Direct end-to-end training, easier than message passing schemes.
• The best proposed method achieves state-of-the-art results. The second best proposed method is superior to existing works in several categories.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2, we briefly summarize related works. In Sec. 3, we introduce the proposed architecture. Quantitative and qualitative results are shown in Sec. 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec. 6.
Related Work
Context for Visual Reasoning: Context has been used in semantic image understanding [5, 14, 37, 8, 20] . For scene graph generation, context information has been recently proposed and is still being investigated. Message passing has been used to include object context in images in several works, for instance by graphical models [16, 33] , by recurrent neural networks (RNN) [40, 30] , or by an iterative refinement process [32, 11] . Context from language priors [22] has been proved to be helpful for visual relationships detection and scene graph generation [21, 39, 17] . Scene Graph Generation: Scene graphs are proposed in [9] for the task of image retrieval. They consist of not only detected objects but also the object classes and the relationships between the detected objects. The estimation of scene graphs from images is drawing increasing attention in computer vision [17, 4, 18, 42, 16, 40, 30] . Several of these methods use message passing to capture the context of the two related objects [15, 40, 30] , or of the objects and their relationships [32, 17, 16, 33] . The general pipeline for message passing is to train some shared matrices to transform the source features into a semantic domain and then to assemble them to update the target features. In some works, an attention mechanism is implemented to weight the propagated information to achieve further improvement [16, 33] . Graph CNNs [10] have been used to propagate information between object and relationship nodes [33] . Contrastive Training: Contrastive losses [1] have been applied for scene understanding [41] . They have also been applied for image captioning, visual question answering (VQA) and vector embeddings [36, 23, 25] . They are based on the idea that it can be easier to select which samples are definitely from a different class than to obtain labels. In other words, such losses can be used when no label information is available. Losses: In Visual Genome [12] , most semantically meaningful relations are not labelled. Furthermore, relations that can have multiple labels, for instance on and sit, are usually labelled only once. Networks for visual relationship detection which use cross-entropy as training loss may encounter difficulties during training, since almost identical pairs of objects can have either label, or even none at all. To overcome the problem of such contradicting label information, margin-based [13] and contrastive [41] losses have In contrast to previous works on semantic image understanding, the proposed neural architecture includes ordinary differential equation (ODE) modules in the object and the relationship classificators. GAP is the abbreviation of global average pooling.
been proposed. Support Inference: Inferring physical support, i.e. which structures for instance carry others, e.g. floor → table, was investigated for object segmentation [27] , instance segmentation [43] , and also for scene graph inference [34] .
Proposed model: The proposed model uses neither iterations, except for LSTM-cells, nor message passing, nor a Graph CNN. As most recent works do, language priors are included. We further use a standard loss based on crossentropy. Unlike most state-of-the-art algorithms, we propose using a new module which has never before been used for semantic image analysis. The ODE module [3] can be interpreted as learning a deep residual model. In contrast to residual networks, the ODE-module continuously models its solutions according to a pre-defined, problem-specific precision. This idea is motivated by works on gas, water, energy and transport networks which need to be modeled by systems of Partial Differential Equations (PDE). In [6] , it was proposed to simply such system to obtain systems of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE), add one or multiple optimization objectives and then use a Mixed-Integer Linear Program to compute the solution. That implies that, given an MILP, we can always find a system of ODEs that can generate the same solution among others. Using a neural ODE [3] , we can thus learn a function of the system of ODEs.
Summarizing, state-of-the-art works define the final assignment networks ad-hoc 3 , whereas we learn the optimal function to perform that operation 4 .
Model
In this section, we first define scene graphs, before we briefly review Neural Ordinary Differential Equations presented in [3] . We define the statistical model that we assume for scene graph generation in Sec. 3.3. The proposed ODEbased blocks for object and relationship classification are introduced in Secs. 3.5 and 3.6. [9] is an abstract semantic representation of all objects in an image and the relationships between them. The set of objects
Scene Graphs
. .) along with labels L = l 1 . . . l N with N indicates the total number of different objects. The set of relationships, also known as predicates, R = ( r 1 , . . .) consists of bounding boxes B R = (b R,1 , . . .) and labels L = l N +1 . . . l N +K where K denotes the number of different relations. As in [40] , we include a particular predicate to indicate that there is no relation between two objects. Lastly, we are given sets of feature maps F O and F R for each bonding box.
Neural Ordinary Differential Equations [3]
Neural models f θ k with parameters k which include residual connections between layers k and k + 1 map a signal x k to x k+1 by
This can be considered as a discrete approximation of the continuous dynamics of a model defined by ordinary differential equations (ODE) [3] 
Staring with an input x(0) at time t = 0, the output at time T can be computed by a black-box ODE-solver. The dynamics of the system can thereby be approximated up to the required precision. Importantly, model states at times 0 < t < T need not be evenly spaced. For backpropagation, the derivatives for the adjoint
and
have to be computed for loss L. This computation, along with the reverse computation of x(t) starting at time T can be done by a single call of the ODE-solver backwards in time. 
Statistical Model
As in [40] , we assume that the probability of a scene graph G given its image I, P ( G | I ), can be decomposed into three factors corresponding to the object detection model, given 
Object Detection
Before reasoning about the scene graph, objects present in the given images must be localized as a set of candidate components of the relationships. To estimate the model of bounding boxes, P ( B | I ), as well as corresponding feature vectors and tentative object labels, we use a standard Faster R-CNN [24] with VGG16 [28] as backbone. The parameters of the Faster R-CNN are pre-trained and remain unchanged.
Object Classification
Object classification given bounding boxes and tentative labels can be formally stated as optimizing a mixed-integer assignment problem. In [6] it was shown how to solve an ordinary linear differential equation system by means of MILPs, hence, given an MILP, there exists an unknown ODE which can be solved by the MILP. Due to the large variability in natural image data, we do not intend to specify the ODE, but to learn its function as shown in [3] .
As function approximator, we choose a recurrent neural network using LSTM-cells. This is motivated by the ability of the RNN-chain to model conditional probabilities between its inputs. Given a function f O of the feature maps, a function b O of the bounding boxes of the object detections and a function l O of the tentative labels, we define the neural ordinary equation model
Intuitively, the model defined by Eq. (6) can be interpreted as deep residual LSTM-block, i.e. a stack of LSTMchains with skip connections as in [31] (cf. Fig. 3 ). The precision parameter to evaluate the ODE-solver with can be thought of as continuously controlling the number LSTMchains (cf. [3] ).
Object class predictions are obtained by the hidden states obtained by solving Eq. (6)
The 
Relationships
Similarly as for object classification, we use the ODEsolver to learn a function that approximates an MILP. As neural network, we also choose an LSTM-model. Given a function f R of the feature maps, a function b R of the bounding boxes of the relationship detections and a function l R of their tentative labels, we define
Predicate class predictions are obtained by the hidden states obtained by solving Eq. (8)
The matrices W R and B R = b R 1 define weights and biases of the classification layer.
Confer to the blue box in the lower half of Fig. 2 for a schematic representation of the relationship detection.
Architecture
As shown in overview figure (Fig. 2 in the main text), our proposed model includes two main parts, the object classifier and the relation predictor. In the object classifier, objects are organized as a sequence and classified with the help of the ODE Module. The relation predictor infers the predicate from visual features and semantic information which is provided by the object classifier. The object pairs are also organized as a sequence. The visual and semantic features are processed with two separate LSTM-chains, before combining and forwarding them into the ODE module.
Object Classifier The object classifier uses the raw object distributions, bounding box positions and feature maps from Faster R-CNN to predict the object classes. With a word2vec module, a 200-dimensional semantic embedding vector is obtained. The position embedding includes the statistical information where objects appear in images. The bounding box of the object is forwarded into a normalization layer (with momentum 0.001) and a fully connection layer with ReLU activation to obtain the 128-dimensional position embedding. These two vectors are concatenated with the feature vector resulting from compressing the 512 * 7 * 7-dimensional feature map to size 4096. The concatenated vector of size 200 + 128 + 4096 = 4424 is compressed by a fully connected layer to size 1024. The result is forwarded into the ODE-module. Detection scores are computed by a fully-connected layer.
Relationship Predictor Using the union bounding box, the feature map of size 512 * 7 * 7 is obtained. The 2 * 27 * 27 dual masks with values in [−0.5, 0.5] are forwarded into a convolution layer with 256 kernels of size 7 * 7 and stride 2 * 2, a max pooling layer (kernel size 3, stride 2) and another convolution layer (512 kernels with size 3 * 3 and stride 1 * 1) so that the output has the same size 512 * 7 * 7 as the union box. For reducing the parameters, the output is elementwise added with the feature map of the union box. This operation combines the visual appearance and the spatial information.
The global average pooling (GAP) is applied on the 512 * 7 * 7 feature maps of the subject box, object box and union box. the result is a 512-dimensional feature vector. Noted that we do not use fully connected layers for compression due to the large number of parameters. Using GAP avoids preparing two independent groups of FC-layers for object and union box that were used in [40] . The features of the subject, object, and union boxes are concatenated as 3 * 512-dimensional vectors and forwarded into a bidirectional LSTM to obtain 512-dimensional vectors of visual context.
The object classes are predicted by the Object Classifier. Based on the predicted classes, the Relation Predictor generates two 200-dimensional semantic embedding vectors corresponding subject and object for each pair. These semantic embedding vectors are concatenated and forwarded into a bidirectional LSTM to obtain 512-dimensional vectors of semantic context.
Both the visual and the semantic context vectors are concatenated and forwarded through the ODE-module. Two final fully-connected layers with ReLU-activations compute classification scores.
Experiments
In this section, we firstly clarify the experimental settings and implementation details. Then, we show quantitative and qualitative results on VG benchmark dataset [12] in terms of scene graph generation. We compare our results with strong prior works.
Dataset, Settings, and Evaluation
Dataset We validated our methods on the VG benchmark dataset [12] for the task of scene graph generation. However, there are varying data pre-processing strategies and dataset splits in different works. For fare comparison, we adopted the data split as described in [32] which is the most widely used. According to the data pre-processing strategy, the most-frequent 150 object categories and 50 predicate types are selected, and the training set has 75651 images while the test set has 32422 images.
Settings For the sake of fair comparison, we used Faster R-CNN [24] with VGG16 [28] as the backbone network for proposing object candidates and extracting visual feature. We adopted the code base provided by [40] . As in NeuralMotifs [40] , the input image is resized to 592 × 592, bounding box scales and dimension ratios are scaled, and a ROIAlign layer [7] is used to extract features within the boxes of object proposals and the union boxes of object pairs from the shared feature maps.
Evaluation There are three standard experiment settings for evaluating the performance of scene graph generation: (1) Predicate classification (PredCls): predict relationship labels of object pairs by giving the ground truth bounding boxes and labels of objects. (2) Scene graph classification (SGCls): given ground truth bounding boxes of objects, predict object labels and relationship labels. (3) Scene graph detection (SGDet): predict boxes, labels of object proposals and relation labels of object pairs given an image. Only when the labels of the subject, relation, and object are correctly classified, and the boxes of subject and object have more than 50% IoU with the ground truth simultaneously, it is counted as a correctly detected relationship. The most widely adopted recall@K metrics (K = [20, 50, 100]) for relations are used to evaluate the system performance.
Training We train our model with the sum of the cross entropy losses for objects and predicates. We collect all annotated relationships in the image and add negative relationships to keep that the relation sequences in the batch have identical length (if ground truth boxes are enough). We sample the predicates if the object pairs annotated with multiple predicates. For SGCls and SGDet, ground truth object labels are provided to the semantic part in the training stage. For fair competition we use the same pre-trained Faster-RCNN as [40] and freeze its parameters. An ADAM optimizer was used with the batch size 6, initial learning rate 10 −4 , and cross-entropy as loss both for object and relationship classification.
Quantitative Results and Comparison
Our results are shown in Tab. 1. The central block indicates methods that all use the same data split that is used in [32] . Two methods that use different splits are listed in the top section of the table. For MSD-net [17] in this part, we show the results reported in [40] as the authors of [17] admit the results reported in their paper cannot be reproduced using their provided code. We argue that the classes wears and wearing are de facto the same category (see below and the left plot in Fig. 4) . Thus, the bottom section shows results for MotifNet [40] and our proposed algorithm when the relationship classes wears and wearing are merged for evaluation. However, we could not compute results for CMAT [2] , since code has not been made available so far. Bold numbers indicate best results in a category, italic one second best results. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm almost consistently outperforms stateof-the-art algorithms. Figure 4 , left plot, shows a confusion matrix of the 20 most frequent relationship classes in PredCls. We immediately see that class on is easily confused with almost all others classes, except has, wears and wearing. In our opinion, this is a feature of English since the word on can be often used in situations in which words like riding, above, etc. can be also used. This fact is reflected in the labeling of Visual Genome. Consequently, the class on has significant overlap with many other classes, and can thus not be correctly distinguished. Similarly, classes wears and wearing are indistinguishable, thus all elements of class wears are classified to be of class wearing. Since they are visually identical and only differ by their grammatical function, we decided to merge both.
A confusion matrix of SGCls of the 20 most frequent object classes is shown in the right plot of Fig. 4 5 . Eyecatching is the confusion of class man with many other classes. Surprisingly, among these is not class women. Interestingly, class man is easily confused with classes corresponding to body parts of cloths such as leg or pants, respectively. Similarly, class tree has a high confusion with class leaf and class building with class window. This is caused, in part, by incorrectly labeled bounding boxes in the ground truth, for instance could a bounding box of the arm of a man be labeled as man. Furthermore, it is caused by hierarchical labeling, i.e. within a bounding box at a [32] . All numbers in %. We use the same object detection backbone provided by [40] for fair comparison. Bold numbers indicate best results, italic ones second best results. Methods in the middle part use the same data split as [32] . The two methods in the lower part (merged) use the same split as [32] , but merge classes wears and wearing for evaluation. Please notice that CMAT [30] could not be evaluated in this category since code is not provided by the authors. Results for MSDN [17] are from [40] since the authors of [17] admit that their reported results cannot be reproduced with their code.
Data Split
Method SGGen SGCls PredCls R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100 R@20 R@50 R@100 tree, there are other bounding boxes at leaves. The neural network then learns that these finer-grained structures are evidence for coarser classes that are semantically more general.
The mis-classifications with semantically related classes apparent in the plots shown in Fig. 4 indicate that these errors are not random effects, but provide useful information.
Ablation Studies
For ablation studies, we consider several variants of the proposed network architecture. Results are shown in Tab. 2. For model-1, we removed the ODE networks and replaced them by fully-connected layers. This measures the impact of both ODE modules. In model-2, we replaced the block for object classification in the proposed network by the classification block used in Faster R-CNN [24] . The third model shows the results using the proposed architecture. From the results of model-1, it can be seen that the overall architecture is quite powerful already. Nonetheless, when using an ODE-block for relationship classification, the already high number improve even further. When the object classification of Faster R-CNN of model-2 is replaced by an ODEblock, result for SGGen improve moderately, and those of SGCls improve about 6%. The ablation studies confirm that the proposed ODE-block is a powerful tool for semantic image understanding.
Qualitative Results
Qualitative results for scene graph generation (SGGen) are shown in Fig. 5 . The images include object detections. Purple boxes denote correctly detected objects while orange boxes denote ground truth objects that are not detected. Purple edges correspond to correctly classified relationships at the R@20 setting while orange edges denote ground truth relationships that are not detected. Blue edges denote detected relationships that do not exist in ground truth annotations (false positives).
Most of the errors stem from the object detection stage. Whenever an object is not detected, relationships connecting this object are also not present in the scene graph. The cause of these errors is the Faster R-CNN detector which is exclusively used in all previous works. For comparability with state-of-the-art, we also use this detector.
There are a few false positives (blue links) which are semantically meaningful, for instance plate-underbanana in the upper left example. In other words, the ground truth lacks this particular relationship in sch cases. Several false positives result from semantically indistinguishable classes, for example has and of in the second example from the top on the left side. In some cases as in the top left image, predicted relationships are semantically better than those in the ground truth (banana-on-plate vs. plate-holding-banana). Ablation studies on our model with accuracy in %. The column object cls specifies whether the proposed block is used for object detection or the one from Fast-RCNN [24] . The column relationship cls indicates if a normal fully-connected layer is used for predicate classification or the proposed module. Model-3 corresponds to the proposed architecture. It can be seen that removing the proposed ODE-module from either object classification or predicate classification has a strong, negative impact on the results. The object detection performance (mAP) follows COCO metrics [19] . 
Conclusions
We presented Neural Ordinary Differential Equations for Scene Understanding (NODIS). The idea of this work is based on the fact that Mixed-Integer Linear Programs (MILP) can be used to solve problems defined by ordinary differential equations (ODEs); therefore, given any MILP, we can find a system of ODEs that can produce the solution of the MILP within a time series. Since it is not possible to manually define the system of ODE to solve, we draw on recent advances in machine learning and use a trainable function approximator instead of an explicitly defined system of ODEs. In other words, the proposed network learns the optimal function to solve the assignment problem, whereas previous works manually define modules to do so.
We apply this newly defined module for object classification and relationship classification. For the latter, relative improvements have decreased in the past two years. Not surprisingly, the proposed block only causes a mediocre improvement on PredCls. In contrast, the improvement is large at task SGCls, more than 5% compared to a network not containing the ODE-block for object classification. We believe that ODE-blocks are valuable improvements for neural architectures in semantic image understanding. We will publish the code and a pre-trained model on GitHub. Figure 5 : Qualitative results from our model in the scene graph generation setting. Purple boxes denote correctly detected objects while orange boxes denote ground truth objects that are not detected. Purple edges correspond to correctly classified relationships at the R@20 setting while orange edges denote ground truth relationships that are not detected. Blue edges denote detected relationships that do not exist in ground truth annotations (false positives).
